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This manual consists of two parts.
The first section is A SELECTION OF EXERCISES
to enhance your Tracking Skills in the Outdoors.
The second section offers 40 exercises (plus solutions)
you can solve wherever you are, basically developed to test
your Observation and Logic.
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In this part you will find a list of exercises you can do solo or two people.
Some of them are the cornerstones of the classes I run by The Way of Tracking.
All the following ones are intended to enhance your Tracking Skills,
no matter if you are tracking Animals or Men.
Difficulty Level:

EASY

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

FIRST CHAPTER
ENHANCING YOUR NATURAL TOOLS

ENHANCING OBSERVATION
While doing any Outdoor activity, get used to raise your eyes often and suddenly.
Try to focus on the first thing you are looking at. Then ask to yourself why a specific object captured your attention.

Stand still in the wood, let your look wander from left to right. Then repeat this action slowly, allowing your mind to catch as
many details as possible. Take note of them. Why did they catch your attention?

Restrain your sight into a tunnel. Is there any color which mostly gains your attention? Can you explain why?

Once got into a new area, take no less than five minutes to look around. Then change your spot and repeat several times. Take
note of everything you can and record it.

Observe the flora surrounding you. Are you able to name any of the trees and the plants?

ENHANCING MEMORY
Reach one spot. Stand still and observe what you have around for one minute, using all your senses. Don't ignore even the
faintest noise. Then move on and repeat the same exercise elsewhere.

The famous Kim's game is something which really comes in handy when Tracking. Chose one plain spot or a suitable rock, empty
your pockets, and then observe what there is in front of you for no more than 2 minutes. Then hide all the objects and write
down what you have seen. Even if you should be familiar with all of them, you may miss some items, so.. go for it.

You can do the same exercise with the other person's pockets.

In a safe spot, far from ridges, hard slopes and so on, walk a few steps with your eyes closed. Try to memorize how your steps
sound like on that specific kind of terrain: they are crashing steps and small pebbles or just kind of cuddling the grass behind?
This may allow you to recognize the sound of human step in the nearbies if you have very limited visibility.

If you are spotting any animal, try to gather the sound of his movements. This will improve your animal Tracking skill while
approaching them.

NOTICING WHAT IS "OUT OF BALANCE"
Reach a specific spot in the woods. Look at middle distance, then try to go on depth of focus. Take note of the most evident
features that capture your attention.

Ask your partner to conceal at least five objects with VIVID colors in a determined area.
Take your time (not more than one minute) to spot and take note of them. Then ask yourself how you detected them. Shape,
color, shine?
If you are alone, you can proceed with the same exercise in a dumping area. Unfortunately, it won't take too much to find one.
Standing in the same spot take note of what you are detecting first. Then move on and do the same.
And do not forget to take that trash with you!
Ask your partner to conceal at least five objects with CAMO colors in a specific area. This is basically a variation of the first
exercise.
Take your time (not more than one minute) to spot and take note of them. Then ask yourself how you detected them? Shape,
color, reflex by light? Then switch with your partner.

Ask your partner to hide himself at least 100 feet (around 30 meters) from you in a wooden area. Are you able to see the human
silohuette? And why?

USE YOUR HEARING
Stand in one spot. Close your eyes and take mentally note of all the noises around you. Either human made either animals.

Repeat the above exercise in different spots of the same area. Match what you have recorded previously with your new details.

Asks your partner to produce some noises (like zipping the jacket) while you have your eyes shut. Then check if your assumptions
on what he/she was doing were correct.

If close to a road, try to focus on vehicles passage. Are you able to tell if they were trucks, Sedans or tractors?

Repear the same exercises at night, as the sound travels four times faster than daylight.

USE YOUR SMELL
Stand still in a specific spot. Try to catch every smell you can. Then move on and reach a different place. Record your new data.

If you have the chance to reach the same area with completely different weather conditions, reach again your previous position
and try to match current smells with past ones.

Reach a beeding area for ungulates. Check if you can smell any particular odor. Figure out if there is any proximity (or not) of
the animal/s, besides by reading the tracks on ground.

Make a trackline of your own which involved an area full of plants, like a grassfield. Then backtrack yourself and try to
understand if the damaged vegetation gives you back any particular odor. Some plants do. Which ones?

If you are running across a discharged package of energetic bar (a candy will work too) pick it up using tweezers. Does it still
smell? Try to age it basing your thoughts on previous and actual weather conditions.

USE YOUR TOUCH
Stand still in a specific spot. Kneel on the ground and softly touch the vegeation that surrounds you.
Reckon what is smooth and what is not. I recommend to repeat the same exercises blindfolded.

Make a walk on a bustling path, most likely covered by soil or sand or mud. Basically whenerver you can really "touch" the
characteristics of the pattern and the wear. Soflty touch different tracks and notice the differences.

Repeat the same exercise above by leaving your own track. Notice the differences between your recent footprint and the others.
Can you feel a much more "hardness"? This exercise will enhance your ability in aging.

Repeat the same exercise above by checking animal tracks. Consider the soil, the environment, the previous and actual weather
conditions. Can you age these tracks?

If you have any sandy (generally soft soil) available, ask your partner to impress an object on the ground . Then blindfold
yourself. Are you able, just using only your fingertips, to reckon the silouhette left by the object?

